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Bimmer Friends

We’ve had a pretty busy “driving season” but 
now the leaves have turned, and the colder 
weather will be on us soon.

Looking back on the past several months, 
we’ve had two driving tours – both well  
attended, another Bourbon Tour, two Driving 
Schools where we hosted well over 100  
drivers altogether, Street Survival, the i8 
reveal at Swope, and many monthly socials  
in both Lexington and Louisville.

We are always looking for opportunities for 
more events and activities.  We have a di-
verse group of members.  Some of us are in 
it for the social functions, others are looking 
for speed events or driving tours, while others 
are happy to just get the Roundel and some 
nice discounts from vendors.  I want to make 
sure we are meeting your needs as a club, 
and I and the other members of the board 
could use your help.

Have an idea for a new event?  Let us know 
– and let us know how you can help make it 
happen.  We’d love to have more things on 
the calendar, and will need more members 
to step up and help.

Or maybe, you like the events we have, but 
would like to get more involved?  There is 
certainly opportunity for that as well.  We are 
all volunteers and members, and events only 
happen when folks are willing to give their 
time and effort to plan and organizer them.  
Personally, as I have planned the Spring 
Drives the past several years, and been part 
of the team that has planned and worked our 
HPDE events, it is very rewarding to have suc-
cessful events that our members enjoy.

Coming up we have elections, the Holiday 
party, and I think we will once again have a 
Karting Challenge after the first of the year.

What else would you like to see on the  
calendar in the months and the year ahead?  
Its your club!  You have a voice in deciding 
what we do!  Drop me an email at 
davidcnalley@gmail.com or call me at 
513-598-0184 and let me know what you’d 
like to see from the club in the future. Cheers!

-David Nalley
 Chapter President
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Years ago when we were all excited about 
the Bluegrass Motorsports Park up by the 
Kentucky Speedway opening up, I told 
myself I’m going to finally do this, I’m 
going to track my car. I got all signed up 
on motorsportsreg.com paid my fees and 
was genuinely excited -- then blewy, it all 
goes away. Sad day. How long ago was 
that 2007? 2008? seems a lot longer, got 
my refund and went on my way-- never to 
think about Bluegrass Motorsports Park 
again.

Well, 2 BMW’s later, the time has come 
again. The BluegrassBimmers (BGB) 
found out in 2013 that the NCM track was 
opening in 2014, and the Officers jumped 
into action--we procured our spot at the 
track in 2014, being the FIRST Public 
group to try the track out, of course after 
a slurry of Corvette events.

Of course, being the anal retentive soul 
that I am--the questions start coming-
-what should I do to my car? Nothing is 
the response, this is your first time out. 
Hmmm, what about all the fun stuff, tires 
and sway bars and tuners and more tires. 
Nothing I get again. Ok I figure, these 
guys have been doing this a while so they 
must know what they’re talking about. 
But…But… Nothing!, is the response. I 
smile and give it a chuckle. OK, nothing.

Months pass and we finally get the week-
end date set. TIME TO SIGN UP. So I go to 
motorsportsreg.com find the event and 
sign up, pull out the credit card and pay 
the fees.  I feel good. I know the track isn’t 
going to fold, we keep getting progress 
updates, and finally images of the track 
start to trickle in--Its glorious. Its huge. It 
has a long straightaway and lots of turns-- 
I mean LOTS of turns. TIRES! the words hit 
me again “NOTHING!”.  

A couple of months go by and all I can 
do is get more excited about the event. 
Take the 135i to swope for its final service 
before the warranty expires, they change 
the oil and the wipers, everything else is 
up to date--brake pads still have a little 
life in them but I know they’ll need chang-
ing before the event. Finally, I get to do 
something.  

Another month goes by and I purchase 
some Cool Carbon Brake Pads and while 
I’m at it some new rotors all around and 
some stainless steel brake lines, oh, and 
can’t forget the Motul 600 brake fluid.  
Ahh, that felt good. Parts come and I get 
all the brake elements changed out and 
now have to bed the brakes in -- I know all 
you guys that track know what this is and 
so do I, but for the uninitiated here goes.  

Once you change pads and rotors 
especially for the track, but really for any 
use, you need to bed in the pads to the 
rotors-- what this means is you do a series 
of HARD braking sessions, anywhere from 
8-10, braking from about 70-80 to 20 but 
not fully stopping, get back up to 70-80 
let the brakes cool down before doing it 
all over again another 9 times. Making 
sure never to Stop your car while the 
brakes are hot.  Now, I don’t know about 
you other BGB guys, but about the only 
time I could think of to do something like 
this is on a weekend at about 2 in the 
morning when there is no traffic around.  
So, here I am 2:30 on a Saturday morn-
ing flying down 64 towards Frankfort, 
slamming on the brakes, cooling down, 
slamming on the brakes cooling down, 
just waiting to see flashing blue lights in 
my mirror. How would I explain this one. 
Well, the stars must have been aligned just 
right because the whole experience went 
without a hitch.

Alls good. Just have to wait now.  

I get the room all taken care of at the 
Hampton Inn the host hotel for the event, 
set up a time to get the pre-track inspection 
at Zakspeed  (all is good) --More waiting-- 
just a couple more days.

Why did I wait so long? 
How I made it through the NCM MP HPDE (as seen by a 1st timer) by: Greg Nehring Wade  

Friday FINALLY comes and I try to get 
all my work out of the way so I can leave 
around noon. That doesn’t work out as 
planned but I’m on my way at about 3. 
The trip starts out OK until I hit stopped 
traffic for construction on I-65 South at 
exit 112- exit 121 yeah about 9 miles of 
stop and slow traffic, and of course then 
it starts to rain-- then pour. All I can do 
is turn on Pandora find a station that I 
like and listen to some road trip music. 
I have pretty eclectic tastes in music but 
for some reason I was having a hard time 
finding something I liked, finally settling 
on the Queens of the Stoneage, with 
some Beastie Boys thrown in there just 
for fun.  That gets me through the traffic 
and finally into clear roads, put the cruise 
control on about 78 and go-- its a very 
uneventful trip to Bowling Green and I 
get there at about 5:15. 

I call Zach Ketring and he tells me to 
come to the track for inspection -- I forgot 
BG is a hour behind us so it 4:15-- I get 
to the hotel unpack what I need to and 
head to the track. I get there and there’s a 
bunch of cars lined up so I pull in to que. 
David Nalley the BGB Club President is 
doing the inspection and asks for the Pre-
inspection form -- Damn -- in my briefcase 
at the hotel. They give the 135i the obvious 
once over asking if this and that was com-
pleted, and up pops Zach from Zakspeed. 
He approves everything, but I can’t get 
my packet because they want my medi-
cal info form-- which is -- in my briefcase, 
in my room-- so I’ll have to wait for the 

6:30 inspect at the dealer, which is right 
around the corner from the hotel.

I meet a friend of mine Tom Brown at 
the hotel and we decide to go to dinner 
after I get my packet. We go to the dealer 
where inspection is being held, I finally 
have everything I need, I turn in the pre-
inspection and medical forms and get my 
packet and a red wrist band --  in it theres 
a large vinyl adhesive letter/number 
combo-- “C7” is my designation-- C for 
Novice Group I assume, and have no idea 
what the 7 is for-- theres also a lanyard 
and a schedule of classes and track times 
for Saturday and Sunday, also a list of 
Instructors and who they are assigned to-- 
I look mine up and its Henry Burt, who I 
met at the BGB Christmas party, Patty and 
I sat right next to him as a matter of fact. 

Tom and I talk to some of the sales guys 
at Luxury Imports, the dealer hosting the 
inspection and they lead us to a couple 
places we could eat down the road. So, 
off we go.  About a half mile down the 
road, the skys open up again. it satrts rain-
ing so hard we can barely see ahead of us
let alone see a restaurant. Theres finally 
a lull in the rain and we see a Smokey 
Bones so we promptly turn in and park. 
Again the rain comes down so hard we 
decide to give it a minute ot die down. 
We finally give up, jump out and run into 
the restaurant. Not going to bore you with 
the details but we have a good meal a 
couple of beers and head back to the  
hotel about 10:30. We make plans to 

meet in the lobby for breakfast at about 
6:30 then head to the track at 7.

I get up to my room, and get ready for 
bed. Now, I don’t know about you guys 
but to me there is a lot of excitement and 
apprehension about what is going to hap-
pen in the morning, so its like when you 
know you have to catch a plane very early 
in the morning you wake up every hour 
just to make sure that you wouldn’t be 
late. Finally I look at the hotel clock, yep 
3:45 in the morning and I can’t get back 
to sleep. I toss and turn then turn the TV 
on. Dosing then waking with a start.  My 
phone lites up for some reason and I look 
at it--3:15am, crap, someone had set the 
hotel clock an hour ahead. So, I try and 
force myself to sleep knowing I have a 
good 3 hours before I have to wakeup. All 
I get is falling into and out of sleep for the 
next 3 hours, when I finally just get up, get 
dressed and take the stuff I need for the 
track out to the car. 

I meet Tom and a few of the other guys 
from the club in the lobby and we all have 
some breakfast, then one by one we leave 
to head to the track which is maybe 10 
minutes down the road from the hotel.  Its 
in the low 50s with a good coating of dew 
on all the cars, you hear the cars starting 
and then warming up.  Now most of these 
are not stock engines-- they are modified 
and generally have a great exhaust note 
and in the calmness of the morning to 
hear them start is music to a car guys ear.



About 4 or 5 of us start out at the same 
time making our way onto the interstate. 
As the car warms up its nice to have 
heated seats. At least you’re getting a 
little warmth sent into you. Before you 
know it were at the exit to the track. We 
slowly make our way through some light 
Saturday morning traffic and make a 
left to cruise past the Corvette Museum 
and along a winding road that takes us 
to the track. We slow down to show our 
wrist bands to security and they wave us 
through. we pull into an area near the 
back of the paddock (most of the hard 
core guys have dropped off their trailers 
up near the front of the paddock) stop 
our cars and get out and stretch and talk 
a bit before getting down to the routine 
of unloading and doing a quick check 
of our cars.  A quick check consists of 
torqueing the wheels, checking fluids 
cleaning windows, making sure anything 
thats not bolted down in the car is out of 
the car, removing the floor mats--anything 
thats not bolted down is a potential 
missile inside the car or could get stuck 
under the brake pedal or accelerator and 
create who knows what kind of havoc.  I 
didn’t want to find out so everything was 
cleaned out of the drivers compartment.  

After that we had a students meeting 
in the trailer while the instructors had 
their own meeting outside.  David Nalley 
headed up the students meeting which 
consisted of learning the flags, talking 

about 
dos 
and 
dont’s, 
passing, 
pitting and 
a whole 
gaggle of 
other things to 
keep in mind.  

After the meeting 
the “C” contingent 
had about a half hour 
to go do stuff that you 
forgot to do to your car, 
then come back to the 
trailer for our first track class.

The track class was very interest-
ing in the sense that we talked 
about the fast line around the track, 
braking areas, passing areas and 
Pucker areas as Bill Wade put it. The 
track is so new that some of the instruc-
tors were still learning it at the 
same times we were, although they picked 
it up much faster than this rookie driver. 
Our Class instructor Keith Williams was 
a wealth of knowledge and showed us 
videos taken of specific lines through 
each area of the track. During the classes 
we broke the track down into areas, had 
discussions about how to take them,  
where we would give up a turn to make 
the next turn faster and strategys along 
those lines .

Woah, Hold on, time out, that’s a ton to 
take in for the new guy here. The pressure 
starts to build up and the next process 
takes over-- overthinking. Got to do A be-
fore B but after C then B back to A then D.
Ok enough of a good thing, after a hour 
of Class we have a half hour to recheck 
everything that we’ve already checked 
twice, but better safe than sorry.

They call “C” Group to the grid -- 20 
minutes to go. Oh Crap. Theres a 

very strange sense of Nervous 
Calmness that comes over 

me, I start my car to get it 
warmed up, get out of 

it and go through any 
type ritual i might 

have. Tucking you 
shirt in, moving 
things around 
then putting on 
your helmet on. 

Once the helmet 
was on I became 

very calm. My breath-
ing slowed down, but 

was I hyper aware of 
everything going on 
around me, “B” drivers 

coming back to the 
paddock, people 

climbing in and 
out of their 

cars.  I 
climb 

into 
the 
135 
buckle 
the seat 
belt and 
slowly 
make 
my way 

OWN A PERFORMANCE CAR? WANT TO DRIVE IT FAST?

The Club is a motorsports country club for people  who want to drive 
their cars fast in an exclusive, safe environment. No experience required! 

Professional instructors are available to teach you to drive your car to 
its limits on Putnam Park’s 1.8 mile road course. The Club offers over 

140 days of track time per year, use of first-class garages and the exclusive 
members-only Clubhouse with club room, bar, billiards room and private 

locker rooms with showers- all exquisitely appointed. 
Entertain clients, friends and family for unforgettable times!

THE COUNTRY CLUB FOR PEOPLE WITH DRIVE!
www.putnampark.com              317-559-1500

JOIN THE CLUB!

AUTOBAHN
BMW SERVICE

1403 Hugh Ave. Louisville, KY 40213
502.456.0472

ABI-Photo has been shooting motorsports since, 2008. 
They book up yearly with motorsport clubs from across 
the midwest, going to where the action is.  They have 
been shooting our Bluegrass Bimmer events for a couple 
of years now and if you haven’t already done so visit their 
website at www.abi-photo.com and purchase a package of 
shots of you and your BMW going through the new NCM 
Motorsports Park track, or just go through his galleries and 
if you see something you like have a print or a poster made 
and sent to you. Prices are very reasonable.

I have to personally thank, Zach the ABI photographer-
-he kindly donated about 15 shots for the NCM story. You 
should have no trouble noticing them--anything shot on 
the track are his--I didn’t have the time nor the access that 
he had. I was to busy going to classes and sessions to really 
get any good on track shots, until my coil went, thats how I 
got all the paddock shots-- Again, thanks to ABI-photo for 
the great looking track shots--ED.

NCM Motorsports Park 



toward the grid area.  The grid is 3 rows 
of cones with all the “C” drivers filling each 
row up.  Now, in this group there are guys 
like myself, first timers, and guys who 
have done it a couple or 3 times already, 
but at other tracks.  We were told in class 
that we would have 3 laps to kind of warm 
up and somewhat learn the track, be-
cause the track and tires are cold-- again 
its only about 54º outside.

Henry gets into the passenger seat and 
we introduce ourselves, he hands me an 
intercom that I slide between my helmet 
padding and ear and position the micro-
phone comfortably in the mouth area of 
my helmet. I finally have that feeling of 
what am I doing, why am I here?  I’m sure 
Henry is feeling the same way-- sitting in 
the passeger seat of a person he doesn’t 
know, about to hurl around the track at 
somewhat near lightning speed, knowing 
that one wrong move constitutes us to  
careening off track at breakneck speeds. 
Henry and I get the volume of the sound 
and mouth piece situated so we can 
understand each other and he gives me a 
little pep talk about what we are going to 
be doing the first warm-up laps.  Follow 
the line I give you, when I say Brake, Brake 
hard, be smooth not jerky and hectic and 

have Fun. Ok, sounds reasonable enough.
The grid marshal starts waving us out 
onto the track, my hands are sweating but 
theres that damn nervous calm i was talk-
ing about before.  

Now we’re in a line going around the 
track keeping up with everyone, Henrys 
giving me directions, easy, easy, smooth 
brake, BRAKE hard, good recover.  As 
we get done with the first couple of laps 
Henry says we are being slowed down 
and not really learning anything because 
of the pace.  Now, I haven’t really said 
anything about the track because I 
haven’t been out on it until this point. I’d 
gotten a couple of rides at Putnam Park 
over the summer to see if I’d like it (Duh!)
but that track is 10 turns and I think 1.2 
miles long and flat. NCM is 23 turns, 3.2 
miles long with hairpin turns, blind crests, 
monstrous drops in elevation and turn, 
after turn, after turn. So for a novice driver 
like myself, not only do I need to listen to 
everything that Henry is telling me, but, 
now try to memorize the track too. It was 
fairly simple following cars in front of you 
as you could see what line to follow, not 
necessarily the correct line but it was one 
less thing to have to worry about.  So, 
Henry tells me to pull into the hot pit and 

stop and let Bill know we are just making 
ourselves a little space so we can pick up 
the pace some. Bill nods his approval and 
we get sent back onto the track. Wheres 
everyone at?  Now its up to me and Henry 
to get through this in one piece.  Henry 
talks me through, stay out, brake, power, 
brake, power, power, power, stay right 
stay left, light brake, smooth power, good, 
BRAKE, stay left, etc.  All went pretty 
good--only had a pucker on turn 6, the 
sinkhole was great fun, let do this again 
only with a little more speed. Confidence 
is up, speed is increasing only this time 
Henry is relying a little more on my 
memory of the track, less direction, turn 
3 gets a little hairy, go through 4…5…
BRAKE… 6 catches me a little off guard 
but I recover, ok -- didn’t even hit the 
curbing. Turn 6 turns out to be the bain 
of my track days. Turn 10 is a little tricky 
because of the angle you go at it but that 
is to set up for the really fun part--turns 11 
to 23 this for me was a really fast fun part 
of the track, lots of speed after turn 12 
which always caught me a little of guard 
until my 3rd and 4th session of the day. 
From 13 you start a slight downhill then 
up 14 to a blind crest at 15 right into a 
high speed sweepert hrough 16 then on 
the brakes to 17 power to 18 brake on the 

NCM Motorsports Park 
starightinto 18 then down and up through 
the sinkhole 19, 20, 21 stay right on 21 
left on 22 then start powering through 23 
onto the straight and go like hell down 
the straight, brake hard and right into 1A 
and do it all over again. Now, I haven’t 
looked at my speedo once, don’t know 
how fast I was going, or how long it took 
me to complete a lap, all I know that this is 
the most fun I’ve ever had (with of course 
that one exception) ever.  Before I knew 
it the 30 minutes was up. We signal and 
pull off track into the paddock area, Henry 
and I download a bit--not bad he says but 
turn 6 always surprises you--yep, I already 
knew that one--He tells me I need to get 
to know the track--(well good luck with 
that) this is my first ever event, and I have 
the track with the most turns ever, all I’m 
worried about is braking and turning and 
trying to remember where I’m at on the 
track and keep up a decent speed.

I drop Henry off at his BMW and pull  
over to my unload area, Tom is waiting 
there to see what I thought and another  
C grouper, Chris Chappell was pulling 
in right behind me. Both of us got out 
of our cars pulled our helmets off and 
all Tom could see was ear to ear grins 
and excitement.  Chris has done a few of 

these and was definitely faster than I was, 
but was just as enthusiastic when asked 
what he thought about the track.  No time 
to relax, retorque the wheels, clean the 
windshield, check oil and other fluids, 
have a bottle of Gatorade and get ready 
for the next class which is in 15 minutes.  
The whole time we’re talking about what 
the track is like what the cars are doing 
what turns we like or our favorite spot on 
the track. Whew, what a blast.

Keith gets us back in the classroom and 
right away he can tell we’re all happy. He 
gets right into it hairest spot on the track 
-- 6 and 10, Thank God I’m not alone, so 
we go through some exercises to see the 
best way to handle these, we all agree on 
a plan of attack, now I need to remember 
this, I hope.  we talk about various areas 
of the track and the best way to handle 
those then he get into technique and 
then some video by Bill Heumann on the 
track. Bill raced for Bimmerworld a few 
years so he reallly knows his stuff.  The 
class ends and we have a half hour before 
we grid up-- check everything twice then 
we get called to the grid.

Henry jumps into the car, and tells me to 
take it easy on him, his B student spun 

his car going through 1a and shook them 
both up pretty good. I chuckle a bit an tell 
him I will just as we start leaving the grid. 
We take an easy lap and then start picking 
up the pace I go into turn 3 a little hot a 
but correct it nicely still have trouble with 
6 and we try different lines going into 10. 
I am slowly getting quicker and quicker, 
but the quicker I get turn 6 keeps slow-
ing me down, and only getting Henry a 
little jumpy a few times. Then coming up 
to turn 21 I see Black flags waving furi-
ously, Henry directs me to pit in and I do 
as instructed.  What happened? Why are 
the Black Flags waving?  We get back to 
the paddock and find out the rest of the 
sessions been scrubbed because of an 
accident. Not good. Just hope no one got 
hurt.

We finally get the word that it was an e46 
M3 that went off and hit a guard rail.  We 
all had to unwind a little, it was lunch time 
and we’d find out whos car it was soon.  
Tom, Chris and myself started over to the 
concession stand to get a couple of hot 
dogs. when the flatbed pulled up with 
the M3 on it--It was Vincent Tans M3 that 
had spun. Yikes. Vincent is a member of 
the Buckeye chapter and I had met him 
at a few events.  He had been to a few of 



these before and was shocked at what 
happened. 
(Vincent has written a sidebar story on 
what happened so I won’t go into detail-
-see sidebar next spread)  

We talk about the incident and get it out 
of our systems. Before we know it its class 
time again, we go over what had happen 
and where. Keith reassures us just to know 
the limits of our experience and turns us 
loose.  

We have some time before the next ses-
sion and Henry asks me if I want a ride in 
his e30 M3. Hell yes.  (this is something 
that the instructors want you to do when 
you have a little down time, catch a ride 
with an instructor to how they handle the 
track)  We buckle into the M3 and get into 
the grid, then are given the go ahead. 
Now, this is a car that is set up for the 
track, roll cage, track suspension, track 
tires and 5 point harnesses for driver 
and passenger along with deep racing 
buckets to keep you in place.  Henry takes 
off like a bat outta helland shows me what 
can be done with the right training. My 
135i is not a manual as the M3 of Henrys 
so now theres another layer of things to 
do on top of all the things that I don’t 
have down yet--all I used were 3rd and 
4th shifting with paddle shifters.  So much 
to learn so little time. Henry blistered off 

about 6-7 laps before we came in. Then 
we downloaded a little more, talking 
about certain lines and braking points. I 
saw it but putting it into practice will be 
another story.

My last 2 sessions were uneventful with 
the exception of getting faster and faster 
and learning the course, oh and giving 
Henry a little scare every once in a while, 
you know just to keep him on his toes. 

The day ended, we packed up and head-
ed back to the hotel ready for a good 
steak and a few beers with some friends 
and alot of story telling.

The next morning is bright, crisp and 
cold. Its 7am and the ritual begins, 
unpack the car, torque wheels, clean 
windshield, check fluids and tire pres-
sure-- alls good on that end. 8:15 student 
meeting and check in, then class with 
Keith.  C class is the first to go off today 
after the instructors, we hear or call to 
thegrid and head out.  I’m sitting there 
in the grid waiting for Henry, the marshal 
starts letting cars go out on the track-- still 
no Henry. I’m sitting there and Bill Wade 
comes over and asks wheres my instruc-
tor?  I have no idea. we wait another min-
ute and Bill motions to another instructor 
whos sitting there. he jumps in the car 
we get the intercom set up and we trade 

intros. John Meemer is my instructor for 
the moment--we start going through the 
course and hesleading me the way Henry 
had. But this time I remember 6 and get 
through that pretty clean, I go into and 
out of 10, and he says next time through 
10 we are going to try a different line. 
John uses hand signals an voice com-
mands to guide me through the course. 
I’m much calmer today no nervousness 
just wanting to get some good clean laps 
in. coming back around to 10 John tells 
me to stay more to the end of the curbing 
we are heading at then says turn hard 
and we sweep through 10 like butter, that 
new line works like a charm. John has me 
carrying more speed through the entire 
course and only give comments before 
and after a mis-step, but all-in-all I’m really 
starting to pick up speed. Granted I’m still 
waving a few guys past but my confidence 
is really growing. I’m going much faster 
than I ever thought I would. 

Then out of nowhere the 135i starts 
to shudder violently, carp, I’ve felt that 
before, limp home mode. we find a safe 
are to pull off and I stop and restart th 
car, hoping it would correct itself. no such 
luck and with about 10 minutes to go in 
the session too. John directs me when to 
get back on track and we slowly make our 
way back to the paddock, stop and ex-
plain to Bill what happened and why we 

had to pull off. John gets out and I thank 
him. That seesion was going great and 
then this.  I limp back to my area and park. 
within 10 minutes I have about 15 people 
come by to see what was wrong and to 
see if they could help. I had a suspicion 
that it was a coil pack that had gone out, 
I’ve felt that same shudder on my e46.

I popped the hood to see what was going 
on.  Well can’t tell without a code reader. 
There had to be some code readers here 
someplace. Just then I saw Zach Ketring 
getting ready for his session, told him the 
problem and he said he thinks he had 
one, but it’ll have to wait until after his 
session.  Probably the end of the day for 
me. 

I see Henry walking over and he apologizes 
for missing the session. no problem, we 
got it taken care of, then I tell him that I’m 
more than likely done for the day because 
of the limp home mode problem. 

Zach finally gets back from his session 
and I let him wind down a little and get 
something to drink before going over 
to him to see if he had brought a code 
reader.  He ran into a trailer and held it 
up in the air like a trophy. OK, got a code 
reader now to find out what the problem 
is.  I get back to the car, Chris and Tom 
gather round as I plug the reader into the 

OBDII port.  Yep #6 cylinder coil pack.  I 
clear the code. OK, now I know what the 
problem is, what can I do about it. we 
have a class coming up so Chris and I 
head to that. Keith goes through a few 
things than another video of Bill Heu-
manns run through the sinkhole (turns 19, 
20 and 21) and ends the class saying go 
have fun.

Kinda hard to do with a bad coil at a race 
course.  Then I remember someone say-
ing that Chris Dunlap had some troubles 
and he had the names  of a tech and the 
parts director. So I found Chris and asked 
if he had their cards.  He did. I snapped 
the card images on my iPhone and found 
Chris and Tom. I called the tech, Justin 
Hedlund, who said he would have to call 
his boss, I told Justin the problem. All I 
could do now was wait.

Tom, Chris and I decide to grab lunch, 
this time chili dogs, chips and a drink. 
We sit around talking about the day and 
just  about anything that comes up. I’ve al-
ready missed 1 session adn the rest of the 
day looked doomed. another half hour 
goes by and I get a call. Its Jim Wells form 
Luxury Imports the Host Dealer. I tell him 
the problem and he says no sweat, but it 
will be a while before he gets there.
Another 45 minutes goes by when David 
Nalley walks up with Jim Wells holding 

two boxes, he said sorry he took so long, 
he had to swing by the shop to pick the 
coils up--there were 2 different types 
and he didn’t know which one it was so 
he brought both. I could have kissed 
that guy at that point, I thanked him and 
he said he’d be back in a bit to see how 
things were going and even offered to 
help, nah, I’ve got this. This was a Sunday, 
talk about going above and beyond.

All I was concerned about was getting 
home, when Chris says, you can make 
the next session if we can get this done 
fast enough, and he starts unbolting the 
beauty cover off the engine, we all jump 
in where we can finally getting all the 
cowlings and covers off. Chris unplugs 
the coil, pops it out and we match it to 
one of the 2 that Jim had brought, we 
plug it in and theres a weird tapping 
going on, we unplug and replug it and 
reclear the codes, still the tapping. We 
all look at each other like what the hell? 
I had a new set of plugs with me just in 
case and I said I’ll change the plugs just to 
see if that corrects anything-- I put a new 
plug in and bingo no tapping. I still have 
no idea what the problem was, but I have 
time to change the rest of them, which I 
do in record time.  I sit behind the wheel 
give a little prayer and start the car. starts 
right up, I check the code reader, nada, 
nothing -- all good.  Now, thinking I was 

NCM Motorsports Park 



headed home I packed the car back up 
before Jim came by with the coil, Chris 
looks at me and says lets get this sucker 
unpacked which is pretty easy seeing 
everything is in boxes and bags. I leave 
the beauty cover off because Don Black 
suggested it while we were putting the 
plugs in. He said it holds extra heat and 
that the #6 coil is usually the first to go.

Just as we finish unloading I hear the call 
to grid for C group, I can make the 3rd 
session. I check a few things and pull on 
my helmet, get in the car, and follow Chris 
to the grid. 

I’m in the grid waiting for Henry to show 
up, nothing, no Henry. John Memmer 
once again jumps in and we have a great 
session carrying good speed all the way 
around til the session ends. John gets out 
and says we’ll download in a bit. I let him 
know that I was headed home and not 
going to do the 4th session, don’t want 
to press my luck. I find out that Henry had 
left when I told him my day was done, 
his B student had left earlier so Henry 
headed home, I don’t blame him, I was 
just happy John was there to help out.

John comes by and we talk about the 
last session, we go over that damn turn 6, 
and tells me I had really started to get the 
track down. He asked me if I was hooked 
and all I could do was smile. Oh yeah, I’m 
hooked. 

All in it was a great weekend.  A great 
guys weekend.  Met some really great 
people, made some new friends and 
connected with guys I already knew.  I 
have been listening to the stories that 
they talk about at the BGB Socials, but 
now I really understand.  My advice to 
ANYONE is that if you want to have a 
great weekend with a bunch of car guys 
that will help you out no matter what the 
situation, try a HPDE. If I had one wish, 
it would be that I would have done this 
when I was 20 years younger. And yes, I 
will be back in May and September to do 

this all over again, because now I have my 
own stories for the Tuesday Night Social 
to share.-- Greg

Luxury Imports above and beyond the call.

Personally, I can’t thank Jim Wells and 
Justin Hedlund enough. They got me out 
of a tight situation, by bringing the coil to 
the track, that I so desperately needed not 
only to get home, but, to get another 
session on the track in, on a SUNDAY no 
less. And I’m sure I wasn’t the only one 
they helped, out. 

Thank You from all of us at Bluegrass 
Bimmers for service and help above and 
beyond the call.

MURPHYS LAW. by: Vincent Tan

At my recent track day at NCM Motorsport Park, I had a “minor” acccident 
on my second session.  Just FYI, I have had several track days in the 
past few years, so this is not not my first rodeo.  However, this is the 
very first time I had an unfortunate incident happened to me at a track.  
Mr. Nehring asked me to describe my experience. Initially I was a little 
reluctant, but if my unfortunate experience does help someone avoid 
my outcome, I think it is justified.  So, here goes...

As I got onto the track for the second session of the day,  I got stuck be-
hind a “slower” vehicle. He tried to give me a point by after turn #3, but I 
remembered that was not a passing area, so I waived it off. As we snake 
our way thru the next few turns, I took the chance to test a few different 
lines.  Finally @ turn #13, I was given the point by. I managed to picked 
up some good cornering speed through turn #16.  As I approached 
Turn #17, I down shifted to 3rd and took a late apex, then made a b line 
off the candy strip on the right.  

At turn #18, again too a late apex in, but kept my car toward the middle 
part of the track as I apexed out onto turn #19.  As I accelerate out 
of turn #19 (heading down to the sink hole turn), the rear suddenly 
lost grip.  I counter-steered to correct the oversteer, but there was no 
response. I instinstively added more counter steer input.  I “believe” as 
I was counter steering, the front end of the car was not in full contact 
with the track while the was sliding to the left (and down the hill).  If you 
look at the cover picture on 10/10th Motorsports FB page, you’ll get the 
idea. However, as soon as the front tires regained grip, the car reacted 
to my “over correction” and slinged me the opposite direction.

At that point, I was heading down the hill counter clockwise, into a 
reverse position.  As I lock my brakes, the car continued to skidded 
down the hill, then off the track onto the slippery mud on the left side 
of the track.  I could see the rails getting closer and closer, and I braced 
for impact.  The right rear wheel took the brunt of the impact, before 
slinging the front right towards the rail.  Thankfully, both my instructor 
and I was not hurt.  

I had the car towed to my friend’s bodyshop.  Overall, the damage was 
not too bad.  The right rear trailing arm had to be replaced.  Surprisingly, 
the lower trailing arm was not bent.  I purchased the entire setup of the 
trailing arm with the knuckle and hub.  The front right tie rod had to be 
replaced.  The body work is already in progress, and should be done by 
next week.  I have a spare set of 18” wheels with winter tires on it, and 
another set of 19” OEM wheels.  I have yet to decide which set I’ll be in-
stalling, but I know I will definitely be slapping on a new set of tires once 
the car leaves the bodyshop.  I am planning on doing some research on 
suspension and setup work after this recent incident. Personally, I think 
I went overboard with the spring rates on my coilover setup.  I guess I 
learn my lesson that sometime...”More is less, and less is more!”.

Editor:  Thanks Vincent, it was very hard asking if you would write up a 
little sidebar on this, people are always interested in how it happened, 
and if it helps someone, all the better. 

NCM Motorsports Park 

Four Roses  
Distillery Tour
by: Greg Nehring
It was a beautiful drive into Frankfort for our Distillery Tour. 
Caught up with Tom Brown and Scott Mchatton on the way, 
its nice having a few friends around on the road. Tom has a 
beautiful e46M3 while Scott has a 1M that I drool over.  

We pull into the Four Roses parking lot and meet up with 
the rest of the crew, everyones BMWs are all cleaned up and 
looking good, Hmmm I see a group shot in the future.

We all sign into the welcome center and have a look around the 
store -- then the tour begins. We see a 5-10 minute video on the 
history of Four Roses, where we meet Bill our tour guide. The 
facilities are beautiful and every once in a while you get a hint of 
Bourbon in the air. 

We are taken through the various stages of the 
Bourbon making process. The room where the 
mash is blended smells like heaven with the 
fermentation process well in place in some of 
the vats. Our tour last year of Buffalo Trace took 
us through the barrel warehouses, Four Roses 
does not have their warehouses on site so we 
recieved a more in depth tour on the process of 
making Bourbon. 

We end the tour with of course, a tasting. Bill explains the flavors 
and the special notes each of the Bourbons imparts, I find 
myself drawn to the small batch--its a little smoother than the 
single barrel. I think most of the folks on the tour edged towards 
the small batch. We each get to keep the rocks glass that we 
sampled out of, has a nice looking Four Roses logo etched into 
it, pretty nice.

After we all depart the tasting area, we head into the store to 
make our respective purchases, and then make our way to the 
parking lot for the group shot that I spoke about earlier. From 
There onto Johnny Carions for a great lunch and loads of talk 
about Four Roses and of course our BMWs. Can’t wait for next 
years tour to roll around, its always a good time.



by:John Wilson
A small but enthusiastic group of club 
members journeyed to Swope BMW on 
October 11th to view the first I8 to arrive 
at Swope. Swope had just received news 
of it’s arrival and invited the club from 
2-4 on Saturday to view the I8 before the 
owner picked it up early in the next week. 

The I8 speaks for itself, having the most 
innovative design and technology cur-
rently produced by BMW. Some of these 
innovations such as adaptive LED head-
lights and full color head-up display will 
soon arrive in other BMW models.

Its amazing to see the amount of Carbon 
Fiber used throughout, I think they men-
tioned the whole body is Carbon Fiber, 
and there are a number of places on the 
i8 that are kept in that raw Carbon Fiber 
weave.

Swope provided an I3 electric and an 
M235i to the club for test drives. Several 
club members took advantage of the 
offer.
The used car showroom had equally im-
pressive autos with a Z4 convertible; M5 
convertible; and X5M on display.

Thanks to Swope for the invitation to view 
the I8 and the other BMW offerings.

by: Scott Mchatton
I just wanted to say the fall drive to 
Cumberland Falls was blessed with great 
weather and great people. 

The drive was kicked off at Don Jacobs  
BMW in Lexington. A very special thanks 
to Joe Sullivan at Don Jacobs BMW for the 
awesome lunch and use of their facilities. 

We headed out of Lexington just a little 
after 12:00. Chad had routed us wonder-
fully through some awesome Kentucky 
back roads.  At one point even over a one 
lane wooden bridge. Crickety crack! 

We made a couple pit stops before stop-
ping at the falls for photo shoots and 
conversation. We then cruised on over to 
the Cumberland falls lodge that ended 
our drive for the day. Some checked in for 
an overnight stay and others headed on 
their on way. I decided to stay for a deli-
cious dinner including catfish, frog legs, 
barbecue ribs and other treats. It was 
really good to meet new friends and chat 
during dinner. I left after dinner for the 
drive back to Louisville. When I got home 
and checked my computer trip numbers, 
I had logged in 8 hours and 20 minutes 
drive time with 404 miles. Believe or not 
the 1M averaged 24.2 mpg! A great trip 
and thanks to all that went and until next 
time enjoy! 

Fall Drive 2014 
Cumberland Falls ready or not, here we come.

The i8 has made it to Kentucky.



Street Survival is not a speed event, but 
these coaches have been exposed to all 
levels of car control and have the ability to 
communicate their experience in a manner 
that gets through to teens. In addition the 
coaches complete a certification course 
that focuses on communication and instruc-
tion for teenagers as well as specific course 
layout instruction and the goals of each 
driving exercise.

The role of parents and adults-
If you have a teenager at home you may at 
times feel that they don’t pay much attention  
to you, but they do. What you know, com-

municate, and the example you set will 
have a huge influence on your children.

Knowledge and communication-
As a parent and adult you should be aware 
that driving is the most dangerous activity 
you do on a daily basis.

• Are you aware that more people were 
killed in traffic accidents between 
1981 and 2012 than in all of the wars 
and incursions that the U.S. has been 
involved in since the revolutionary war? 
1,335,380 people killed in vehicle ac-
cidents between 1981 and 2012. 

 Deaths from wars and incursions from 
1776 to date - 1,321,612. 

• 10% of all drivers under the age of 20 
involved in fatal crashes were reported 
as distracted at the time of the crash.

• Are aware that at a minimum you 
should have a 10” distance between 
the air bag cover and your chest when 
seat is in the proper position to ensure 
that you hit the airbag and the airbag 
does not hit you?

• Are your hands in the correct 9 and 3 
position on the steering wheel?

• Are your mirrors set so you could see 
a car passing you or do you see the 
entire side of your car?

• Are you aware that in the 5 seconds 
it takes for a quick text message a car 
traveling 55 mph travels the distance 
of a football field?

• Remind teens that driving has risks and 
the more they retain from the training 
and class instruction, the less risk they 
will have of being in an accident.

Example adults set.
An interesting survey was recently completed  
with teenagers in which they disclosed the 
following about their parents-

• Nearly half of all teens had seen their 
parents driving while talking with cell 
phones in hand.

• 15% had seen a parent texting while 
driving.

When you jump in the car in the morning, 
do you check your tires, seat position and 
mirrors? 

Do you buckle your seat belt low on your 
hips?  Use your seat belt very time you drive 
the car? Use the correct hand positions?
As a parent do you drive within the speed 
limits? Do you use turn signals every time 
they should be used? Do you tailgate? Are 
you a distracted driver? Do you show a little 

ROAD RAGE towards other drivers occa-
sionally?  Teens model what they see.

The personal benefit-
I personally fell more enjoyment from 
instructing at Street Survival than much else 
I do. I enjoy teens having coached them 
in baseball and softball when my children 
were in their teens.

Children all are unique and all have talents. 
It is fun to see what type of personality 
the students you instruct will have at each 
school. Teens are sometimes too aggres-

sive; sometimes a little timid. Boys and girls 
will often be different in communication 
styles. But when you see their progress with 
driving skills and the knowledge they gain 
after a day spent with them, you know the 
instruction has improved their odds of sur-
vival on the road.  At the end of the day you 
feel a real sense of accomplishment.
 
The only better feeling is the group of 
parents and teens giving instructors and 
helpers a standing ovation at the end of a 
school. This occurred last year at the first 
Street Survival School at the National Cor-
vette Museum.  This is not unique to only 
this event. 

Instructors and those assisting in the school 
knew it had been a day very well spent.

Instruct if you have the experience.

Assist on the course if you can or 
volunteer to do registration.

Volunteer to help reduce the number 
of teen deaths and injuries.

The Bluegrass Bimmers holds numerous 
activities every year- Driving Tours, Social 
Events, High Performance Driving Schools 
and other events. But of all of the activities 
we have, the most important activity is our 
Tire Rack Street Survival Schools for Teen 
Drivers. We usually hold 2 Schools per 
year in Louisville and have members who 
instruct and assist in schools outside of 
Louisville.

Street Survival was founded in 2002 by the 
BMW CCA Foundation with Sponsorship 
from BMW of North America, Tire Rack, 
and Liberty Mutual Insurance. In 2003 few 
several schools were held. That number 
increased to over 101 schools in 65 loca-
tions nationwide in 2013 with sponsorships 
from Tire Rack.com, BMW, BMW CCA, 
Michelin, and Enterprise. The schools are 
facilitated by members of the BMW CCA, 
Porsche Club of America, Sports Car Club 
of America, Audi Club of North America, 
and the National Corvette Museum.  This 
year the goal is 110 schools.

Our own Bill Wade is National Program 
Director for Street Survival in addition to  
being Chairman of the BMW CCA’s  
National Driving Events Committee.

So why is Street Survival so Important? 
According to the National Safety 
Council: 

• Motor vehicle accidents are the num-
ber 1 cause of deaths for teenagers.

• The chance of one crash in the first 
three years of driving is 89.2 percent 

• The chance of two crashes in the first 
three years of driving is 52.5 percent 

• 58% of teen drivers do crash within the 
first 12 months driving solo.

• A 16-year-old is 20 times more likely to 
be killed in a crash than an adult 

• Teens are 400 percent more likely to 
die in a car crash than 25-34 year-old 
drivers 

• 113 teenage drivers each week in the 
U.S. are involved in fatal crashes

• 62% of teenage passenger deaths 
occur in vehicles driven by another 
teenager. 

• Nearly 1000 teens each day are treated 
in an emergency room for injuries suf-
fered in a motor vehicle crash.

• In 2012 Kentucky and Indiana were 
2 of 6 states whose 16-17 year old 
deaths increased by more than 5.

Driving Facts of Life:
• Seatbelts do save lives - About 2/3 of 

teens killed in auto accidents were not 
wearing seat belts 

• Over 1/2 of all occupant deaths in  
accidents were not wearing seat belts.

• 62% of all accidents occur in urban 
areas.

• 60% of all FATAL accidents occur on 
rural roads.

• Many rural roads are based on old 
trails.

• Two lane roads offer limited run off 
area and little room for recovery if you 
drop a wheel off the road.

• 40% of all FATAL accidents on curves.

What occurs at Street Survival 
Schools?

The Street Survival School is usually an 8 
hour day.

The day is a mixture of classroom and in-
car exercises with a coach in the car at all 
times with the student.  They spend a total 
of about 2 hours in 3 different classroom 
sessions and the rest of the time they are in 
their car.  When driving, the student is put 

though a collection of exercises based on 
real world scenarios while driving their own 
car. They work on skid control on a wet skid 
pad, do lane change /accident avoidance 
maneuvers, perform threshold breaking /
ABS exercises, and drive a slalom course 
to learn about weight transfer.  Where pos-
sible we do two wheels off exercise and a 
tail gating exercise.

In the classroom they learn about proper 
seating position and hand positions, mir-
ror placement, the concept of the contact 
patch of their tires, the theories of weight 
transfer, the use of long distance vision and 
situational awareness.  We talk about the 
challenges of distractions to the driver, be it 
the radio / I-pods or cell phones for talking 
or texting or just the simple cause of too 
many teens in the car. Where possible we 
stage a semi-truck on site and park cars 
around it to simulate highway driving.  We 
then have each student and all adults get 
into the cab and close the door to show 
how little the driver can see and how many 
of the cars are not visible to the driver.  We 
also may explode an air bag to reinforce 

what they learn in class about hand place-
ment on the steering wheel.

Who Instructs-
The coaches from various clubs have 
years of experience having participated 
and instructed at driver education schools 
ranging from car control, winter driving or 
high performance driving schools, many on 
race tracks and enjoyed various disciplines 
of auto racing, rallying or competitive 
auto-crossing.  All are volunteers. Tire Rack 

Street Survival- The most important activity in  
                                             which our club participates. by: John Wilson



YOUR ONLY SOURCE FOR 
COMPLETE BMW AND MINI 

SERVICE & PARTS

The Mike Johns Imports Team 
knows that your BMW or MINI 
is important to you.  We want 
to help make sure it gets you 
where you need to be with the 
safety and performance that 
it should.  We are your source 
for all your BMW and MINI 
service and maintenance needs, 
whether it be a quick oil service, 
a light on the dash or an all 
out engine rebuild.  

The team at Mike Johns Imports 
is not only made up of BMW 
and MINI enthusiasts, we are 
also experts.  We stay up-to-
date on the latest technologies 
by attending training and 
updating our sophisticated 
diagnostic software.  We conduct 
business in a fair and honest 
manner by communicating, 
providing information and 
being predictable. 

So, when it is time for a 
service, or that service light 
comes on the dash, allow 
Mike Johns Imports to take 
care of you. 
 
Make an appointment today, 
call 812.284.3791 and we 
guarantee that you will drive 
away happy. 

CALL MIKE JOHNS NOW for an appointment 812.284.3791
visit our website  www.mikejohnsimports.com for more information

Where BMW and MINI owners come for service.

2205 Dutch Lane, Jeffersonville, In 47130   service:812.284.3791   fax: 812.284.4169

SERVICING ALL BMW AND MINI MODEL YEARS
SHOW YOUR BMWCCA CARD AND RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT ON ANY SERVICE*

*Offer expires January 31st 2015, discount not to exceed $25 per visit

BMW Car Club
of America
Bluegrass Bimmers

PO BOX 4575
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40204

Pferdestärke is going pure digital!
That’s right folks, we are moving away from the printed newsletter. Why? You 
ask. Well there are a couple reasons for this. Cost is one, it costs a lot of money 
to print and mail ~ 400 newsletters (and it isn’t getting any cheaper). Time is the 
other, Facebook and E-mail allows us to organize events quicker and get feedback 
on proposed events, the printed newsletter was not able to evoke the real-time 
conversation that is needed this day in age.

What do I need to do? -- Make sure your e-mail address is  
correct at www.bmwcca.org

What if I don’t do E-mail? -- Worry not, we will continue to mail 
you a printed newsletter. But, you will probably receive the newsletter 2-3 weeks 
later than if you signed up for e-mail delivery.

When will this start? -- September 1st. The Fall newsletter will be 
the first to be delivered primarily via e-mail.

What if I’d prefer a paper copy mailed to me? 
Simple - either log in to www.bmwcca.org and set your newsletter delivery  
preference to US Mail, or call the National office at 864-250-0022 and ask to  

Pferdestärke is going
pure digital! 

Every issue we add the new BluegrassBimmers 
club members. Don’t forget to join the facebook 
page and to come to the social closest to your 
specific area its a great way to meet and get to 
know other members.    Welcome.
Donald P. Hill Louisville, KY

Daniel S. Claymon Louisville, KY

Mark Metzger  Radcliff, KY

Maryam Saldana Louisville, KY

Jared Menke Georgetown, KY

Brad Woodie     Georgetown, KY

Nicholas Killmeier Prospect, KY

Olivia Nickell Morehead, KY

Megan Tobergte Florence, KY

Samuel Bentley Ashland, KY

Louis Kemish Somerset, KY

Welcome New Members

Don’t forget the Louisville 
and Lexington Socials*.
Second Tuesday of each 
Month, @ 7pm
Louisville Area: 
       BoomBozz Taphouse
31448 Bardstown Rd
Louisville, KY 40204
Contact: Dan Miller
 Lexington Area: 
 Clarion Hotel (old Holiday Inn at I-75)
1950 Newtown Pike 
Lexington, KY 40511 
Contact: Chad Sledd
*All membership socials are “DutchTreat”.

If your location is not close to Lexington or 
Louisville and would like to schedule a 
Social, contact our webmaster to set up 
a time and location in your area, that way 
we can get the word out on the website, 
email blast and in the newsletter. 

BGB Join The Club Card 
 As members of the club, we are always 
looking to expand the experience by 
trying to get the membership up-- Its not 
always easy approaching someone with 
a BMW that you like (or maybe it is), or 
maybe theres a time when you see a 
hot BMW in a parking lot somwhere 
and want to see if they’re interested in 
joining the club.

Well, we have just the ticket for that-- the 
NEW BGB Join the Club card. 

10 different designs help to get the point 
across. Each has a current image of a 
BMW to help attract attention, and a list of 
benefits on the back to entice them. So-
cial media info on the front to get them to 
FaceBook and our club website. Available 
free to members at the monthly socials, 
just ask.


